Animal and Plant Health Agency
Access to Information Manager
Woodham Lane
New Haw
Addlestone
Surrey
KT15 3NB
enquiries@apha.gov.uk
23 April 2020
Dear Sir/Madam,
Review Request re. ATIC1896 - Information relating to inspections of salmon farms
since 1 January 2018
Please consider this a formal request for a review of ATIC1896 which APHA replied to on 10
March 2020 and which Scottish Salmon Watch filed as a FOI on 12 November 2019.
In summary, Scottish Salmon Watch strongly object to the Draconian redaction which
renders the FOI disclosure impossible to decipher as well as the omission of documents due
to commercial confidentiality.

For example, whole swathes of the 59 PDFs disclosed on 10 March 2020 are blacked out.

Moreover, the redaction of the documents is not even consistent with a previous FOI
disclosure by APHA in November 2018 via ATIC1490.
For example, the redacation of documents relating to The Scottish Salmon Company's salmon
farm at Vacasay in Loch Roag via ATIC1490 was more Spartan than Draconian.

Here's exactly the same document disclosed via ATIC1890.

The difference is like night and day.
Another document disclosed iby APHA in November 2018 via ATIC1490 details Scottish
Salmon Watch as the 'informant' in relation to a complaint regarding Scottish Sea Farms in
Loch Spelve in August 2018.

Exactly the same document disclosed in March 2020 via ATIC1896 now appears redacted:

Did APHA's censor in chief receive a bumper pack of black pens for Xmas?
As part of your review, please explain the substantive difference in the extent of the redaction
between ATIC1490 in November 2018 and ATIC1896 in March 2020. And please remove
the redaction from APHA's documents.

Scottish Salmon Watch certainly does not object to the refusal of information via 'Section 40
- Personal Information'.
APHA's two other reasons cited for non-disclosure of information are contested; namely:
- 'Section 31 - Law Enforcement'
Scottish Salmon Watch takes issue with APHA's assessment:

To be blunt, this reasoning reads as complete gibberish and makes no sense at all.
Transparency is vital to raising welfare standards on salmon farms and that means disclosing
the information requested (redact personal information by all means). APHA claims to
recognise a public interest in aiding "well-informed debates" but how can the public be
informed if APHA redacts so heavily?

APHA's claim that the release of information "will disrupt" investigations and "prejudice the
ability of Local Authorities and/or Fish Health Inspectorates to perform their functions" is
laughable, especially in view of the full and transparent disclosures by the Fish Health
Inspectorate via 'Case Information', 'Mortality' data and 'Sea Lice' data published online every
month and reported publicly.
- 'Section 43 - Commercial Interests'
Scottish Salmon Watch takes issue with APHA's assessment:

Scottish Salmon Watch concedes that "business sensitive information" such as prodution
details and hatchery capacity is not required and was not requested.
However, disclosure of information relating to inspections of salmon farms (the subject of
Scottish Salmon Watch's FOI request filed on 12 November 2019) must surely be available to
the public. APHA's view that disclosure of information "has the potential to prejudice
commercial interests of the 3rd party" smacks of corporate bias.
Moreover, APHA's suggestion that disclosure "could potentially lead to an adverse working
relationship and would interfere with APHA carrying out its statutory duties" reeks of an

industry love-affair. It is difficult not to conclude that APHA is interested more in being
compliant with industry who it clearly views as a client rather than acting on behalf of
animals investigating non-compliances of welfare laws.
Surely APHA's statutory duty of care is to upholding animal welfare laws via policing the
Animal Health & Welfare (Scotland) Act 2006 rather than appeasing companies guilty of
obvious welfare abuse?
APHA only has to look at the shocking images obtained via FOI from the Scottish
Government (as well as via secret filming and whistleblowers) to see the scale of welfare
abuse on salmon farms in Scotland.

APHA's argument that information such as Incident Record forms should not be disclosed "as
the report does not show any verifications" is once again biased in favour of companies who
are often strangers to the truth. If APHA was genuinely interested in questioning the
positive spin and half-truths peddled by salmon farming companies it would conduct more
thorough investigations including video surveillance.

An excellent review of APHA's failings to properly police salmon farms - 'An Autopsy Of An
All Clear' - was published in September 2019 by Corin Smith.

Please note that anonymous tip off in relation to Mowi's aptly named Muck salmon farm was
from Corin Smith who this week consented for the video footage, photos and email so
heavily redacted by APHA to be publicly disclosed. Here's a copy of the heavily redacted
email disclosed via ATIC1896 (01 Appendix MCFF01).

And here's the unredacted email shared with Scottish Salmon Watch by Corin Smith:
From: corin@wildrisecompany.com <corin@wildrisecompany.com>
Date: Fri, 30 Aug 2019 at 13:17
Subject: Muck MCFF Disclosure with regards Fish Health and Welfare
To:
To whom it may concern,
I am making this disclosure on behalf of a third party who wishes to remain anonymous,
concerning ongoing issues of fish welfare and health on Muck salmon farm, as well as
potential biomass breaches at the fish farm. I make no comment personally as to the veracity
of the claims.
The factual information along with images and video I am sharing have been given to me by
a third party connected to the farm and they have asked that I ensure these should not be
passed directly to the operator, or quoted directly, as this is likely to comprise the individual's
employment. Freedom of Information requests may be made in the future to confirm this has
not taken place.
The disclosure could be considered "whistleblowing" as it is my understanding that the
disclosures represent a risk of or actual damage to the environment, albeit these are being
made indirectly.
In summary the following has been alledged in respect of mortalities:
- There are a very high number of mortalities occurring on Muck MCFF. These may not have
been properly or fully declared to Marine Scotland. These have occurred as a result of gill
disease and physical damage during sea lice treatment.
- Evidence to support the claim has been presented in the form of AIS data which shows the
transportation of morts on vessels specific to this purpose. Further there are images attached
(1-6) which show mortalities being handled at Mallaig pier. These images (not all that have
been captured) show the vessel "Paul B" lying dockside with over 20 tonnes of morts
apparently onboard from a single trip. (Image "2") The AIS data confirms "Paul B" made a
direct journey to and from Muck MCFF.
- Further evidence includes a first hand witness account of a large oil slick being present at
Muck MCFF as recently as Wednesday this week. This encompassed the entire farm. It is
suggested that this oil slick is consistent with very large numbers of mortalities having been
present in the cages for up to two weeks. There is video footage of this here
(http://bit.ly/2L6XBCo). This clip has been edited in order to protect the identity of the
individual.
- In terms of fish welfare an individual sent me a message which said "the fish had a gill
problem (can't remember the exact name), and a mess was made of one of the hydro-lice
treatments so the fish are in a very bad way. The fish are ten times worse than you seen on
tv…"

The same individual also supplied information regarding biomass levels at the site, which
may or may not be consistent with the current licence:
- [laughing crying emoticon] "fish number the now is around 80k some cages have more
tonnage up and round 300t"
- "Yeah mate. 1.1m fish left into 12 cages [shocked face emoticon] we can have 3500t on site
at a time..we have hit the number so harvest roughly 100-120t out at a time then wait until we
grow the site back up to 3500t then harvest again"
I trust you will take the appropriate actions.
yours sincerely,
Corin
-Corin Smith
Owner / Guide
+44 (0) 7463 576892

The attached photos (deemed by APHA's FOI refusal letter via ATIC 1836 dated 10 March
2020 to be commercially damaging and could result in "negative publicity") include:

Sadly the video footage cited in the complaint to APHA - http://bit.ly/2L6XBCo - is set to
private.

However, earlier this week Scottish Salmon Watch obtained a copy of the video footage of
the "large oil slick" at Mowi's Muck salmon farm.

Scottish Salmon Watch have now published the video footage online

In terms of any "verifications" (to steal APHA's wording), APHA could easily look at data
published by the Scottish Environment Protection Agency online via Scotland's Aquaculture.
This clearly shows huge breaches of biomass limits at Mowi's Muck salmon farm from May
to September 2019 (corroborating the anonymous allegations made in the email redacted by
APHA and shown in the video footage).

APHA should be aware that Mowi's operations in Canada were subject to similar criticism
during the same period in late Summer/early Autumn 2019. Instead of that evidence being
buried as in Scotland it was publicly reported by CBC News and The Globe & Mail.

It is surely not APHA's job to censor documents and shield the public from the shameful truth
about salmon farming. The public have a right to know what is being hidden from view even
if it unpalatable to those protecting 'Scottish salmon' (99% of which is controlled/owned by
six foreign companies).
APHA's mandate in relation to salmon farms should be focussed on policing and upholding
the Animal Health & Welfare (Scotland) Act 2006 and certainly not turning a blind eye to
welfare abuse.
APHA lack of prioritisation of the welfare of farmed salmon is illustrated by APHA's first
response to Scottish Salmon Watch's complaint concerning Mowi's 'Bay of the Dead Heads'
salmon farm filed in July 2019. APHA's 'Initial Fish Welfare Incident Form' (04 Appendix
MBDNC04) categorised the complaint as "low" priority despite shocking video footage of
obvious welfare abuse and suggested a visit in 1 month rather than immediately.

If these poor lumpfish left dead and dying by Mowi in July 2019 could speak they would not
agree with APHA's assessment as low priority.

That APHA later admonished Mowi for failure to comply with welfare legislation and noncompliances of the Animal Health & Welfare Act (Scotland) Act 2006 must be applauded but
Scottish Salmon Watch believes this shocking case represents the tip of the iceberg. Indeed,
APHA's letter to Mowi on 16 September 2019 (03 Appendix MBDNC03) would not have
been triggered at all if it was not for secret filming by Scottish Salmon Watch.

Why does APHA not conduct more inspections of salmon farms? In fact, how many salmon
farms has APHA inspected every year since 2013 (please consider this a formal FOI
request)?
Scottish Salmon Watch believes that APHA interpretation of the 'public interest test' in
relation to 'Section 43 - Commercial Interests' is unreasonable and must be urgently
reviewed. The public interest in welfare abuse on salmon farms - and the scientific support
for fish feeling pain - is increasing and simply cannot be ignored.
For example, over 44,000 people have signed a SumOfUs petition calling for immediate,
unannounced inspection of all Scottish salmon farms to assess fish welfare.

The video used in the petition is the footage shot by Scottish Salmon Watch of The Scottish
Salmon Company's salmon farm in Loch Shieldaig - a site which APHA shamefully allowed
to slip through the net.

Shocking photos obtained by Scottish Salmon Watch via FOI from the Scottish Government
in June 2018 were published by The Ferret leading to over 18,000 shares on social media.

Yet APHA admitted on 10 March 2020 via the FOI review of ATIC1836 that photographs
(and presumably video footage) is not even taken during inspections of salmon farms.

Why does APHA not take photographs to support in investigations? Campaigners such as
Corin Smith and Scottish Salmon Watch have clearly shown damning evidence of welfare
abuse on salmon farms across Scotland. Or is APHA protecting its corporate clients such as
Norwegian owned Mowi, Norwegian owned Scottish Sea Farms, Norwegian owned Grieg
Seafood, Faroese/Norwegian owned The Scottish Salmon Company, Canadian owned Cooke
Aquaculture and US/Canadian owned Loch Duart from commercially damaging media
exposure?
APHA's statement that "the information if released could be used against the farms to
increase negative publicity" simply does not wash. APHA's statutory job is to protect the
welfare of animals (including fish) not protect the salmon farming industry from public
scrutiny.

In any case, salmon farming companies are doing an excellent job of increasing negative
publicity all by themselves. For example, Mowi actively solicited negative media coverage
when it publicised APHA's non-compliances at 'Bay of the Dead Heads' in their press release
of 30 October 2019 (a press release which prompted Scottish Salmon Watch's FOI request to
APHA).

An email sent by Mowi to APHA and DEFRA on 31 October 2019 (disclosed by APHA on
10 March 2020 via ATIC1896 - 02 Appendix MBDNC02) detailed the press release and
media coverage in the trade press.

This email reads as if Mowi is replying to a suggestion by APHA that a news release should
be issued and the public notified. Did ATIC1896 fail to disclose other information which
would shed more light on this matter?

A few weeks later The Sunday National and The Ferret published a more in-depth account of
Mowi's welfare abuse.

How much more of the shocking story is missing from APHA's FOI reply via ATIC1896?
In conclusion, please review this case and overturn APHA's Draconian redaction. Please also
provide ALL the documents requested instead of cravenly kowtowing to commercial
sensitivity.
APHA's non-disclosure is out of kilter with other government agencies such as the Scottish
Government which despite legal threats and lobbying from salmon farming companies has
repeatedly disclosed damning photographs of diseased salmon.
A landmark ruling by the Scottish Information Commissioner in November 2019 adds weight
to Scottish Salmon Watch's view that commercial confidentiality is trumped by the public's
right to know.

Similarly, Scottish Salmon Watch is ready to challenge APHA's unreasonable support for
'commercial confidentiality' via an appeal to the Information Commissioner. We can only
hope that APHA sees sense and reverses the refusal to disclose information via a review of
ATIC1896. You should be aware that Scottish Salmon Watch also filed an appeal with the
Information Commissioner today re. ATIC1836.
Please accept Scottish Salmon Watch's apologies for the slight delay in requesting a review
beyond the 40 working days limit. However, since APHA's FOI reply was over three months
late and in view of the disruption caused by Coronavirus APHA has gracefully agreed to a
few days delay in filing this review request. For that, Scottish Salmon Watch thanks APHA.
As context, APHA's FOI response to ATIC1490 in November 2018 and FOI review reply in
December 2018 may be useful background information in addition to APHA's FOI disclosure
via ATIC1426 in September 2018.
Please acknowledge receipt of this formal request for the FOI review of ATIC1896.
If APHA has any questions concerning this FOI review request please do not hesitate to
contact me on 07771 541826.
Finally, please note that further details relating to this issue are published today via:
Censored: Welfare Abuse on Salmon Farms.

Yours sincerely,

Don Staniford
Director, Scottish Salmon Watch

